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Net Force: Attack Protocol
Harlequin
When terrorists launch an
attack on Army bases
throughout the U.S., Net Force

must partner with Army
Intelligence and the National
Guard to take down a cunning
opponent who just might be
one of them. Original.
Tom Clancy's Net Force:
State of War Penguin
The eighth novel in Tom
Clancy's #1 New York
Times bestselling Net Force
series. Though the head of
a major multinational
corporation—and a key
player in world
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affairs—Samuel Walker Cox
has a past that few people
know about. But that group
is about to get bigger. A
computer disk has fallen
into the hands of the Net
Force, outing the powerful
American businessman as a
former Russian spy. Cox is
willing to see the world in
ruins to protect his name.
Lucky for the United States
that Net Force is on the
job—and is about to prove
that no man is above the
law.
Runaways Turtleback
The tenth novel in the
Net Force series, Tom
Clancy's #1 New York
Times bestselling
phenomenon.
Bypassing all
safeguards, terrorists
enter Fort Stephens,
the newest high-tech
Army base, and
detonate a truck full of
powerful explosives.

Within hours, other
bases are hit. Under
attack, the Army calls
in Net Force to help.
Teaming up with Army
intelligence and the
National Guard, Net
Force’s own crack
troops struggle to track
down who is behind the
deadly attacks. But
they are countered at
every move by a
cunning opponent who
thinks just like one of
their own.
Changing of the Guard St.
Martin's Griffin
When Charlie Davis' friend
Nick Melchior begins
hanging out at a punk-rock
Internet Web site to defy his
overbearing parents, Charlie
becomes worried when he
learns that several suicides
have been blamed on the site.
Tom Clancy's Power
Plays 1 - 4 Ubisoft
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After a devastating
nuclear exchange in
the Middle East,
America and Russia
stand on opposite
sides in the quest
for the world’s
resources. While on a
recon mission over
Russia, Joint Strike
Force pilot Major
Stephanie Halverson
tests a revolutionary
new radar
device—until she is
shot down. In the
jungles of Ecuador,
relentless Marine
Raider Captain
Mikhail “Lex”
Alexandrov pursues a
wanted terrorist—and
stumbles on an
international
conspiracy that will
take him and his team
into battle. On an
island off Japan, a
former Russian spy is
hunted by her

comrades, and her
only way out could be
to defect to the
West. Each of their
fates intertwines
with a deadly cabal
thought to have been
destroyed, but it was
only wounded. And now
it has
returned—stronger
than ever… Based on
Ubisoft’s bestselling
game, Tom Clancy’s
EndWar®
Cold War Penguin
A friend of the Net
Force Explorers is
shot by a hologram
bullet while
attending a virtual
baseball game. Net
Force.

Private Lives
Berkley Publishing
Group
The eighth novel in
Tom Clancy's #1 New
York Times
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bestselling Net
Force series.
Though the head of
a major
multinational
corporation—and a
key player in world
affairs—Samuel
Walker Cox has a
past that few
people know about.
But that group is
about to get
bigger. A computer
disk has fallen
into the hands of
the Net Force,
outing the powerful
American
businessman as a
former Russian spy.
Cox is willing to
see the world in
ruins to protect
his name. Lucky for
the United States
that Net Force is
on the job—and is

about to prove that
no man is above the
law.
Virtual Vandals
Berkley Publishing
Group
The first four
novels in the Power
Play series created
by #1 New York Times
bestselling author
and master of the
techno-thriller Tom
Clancy. UpLink
Technologies’
innovations keep
America’s defense
and intelligence
forces at the
cutting edge. And
the visionary behind
UpLink is Roger
Gordian, as astute
about the
battlefield as he is
about the boardroom…
POLITIKA
RUTHLESS.COM SHADOW
WATCH BIO-STRIKE
Tom Clancy's Net
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Force: Changing of the
Guard Harlequin
NOW A NATIONAL
BESTSELLER The return
of the cutting-edge
thriller series Net
Force, created by Tom
Clancy and Steve
Pieczenik and written
by Jerome Preisler.
The number one threat
to our nation’s
security is in
cyberspace. The new US
president wants to
tackle the urgent
problem head-on and
launches a top secret
line of defense: Net
Force. But before the
organization can be
announced, the country
is hit by an
unprecedented, two-
pronged terror attack.
Not yet empowered by
Congress nor embraced
by a dubious
intelligence
community, still
untested, unproven and
officially unnamed,
Net Force’s elite

group of cyber experts
and field operatives
must lead the fight
against the ongoing
waves of hacks while
tracking down the
mastermind. Their
failure could mean
global catastrophe.
Success may lead them
to become the highest-
level security agency
in the United States.
A story that seems
ripped from tomorrow’s
headlines, Net Force:
Dark Web relaunches
one of the most
prescient thriller
series at a time when
cybersecurity is more
vital than ever.

One is the Loneliest
Number Penguin
In 2010, after
several computer
experts suffer
strokes while
tracking down a
deadly computer
hacker in virtual
reality, the Net
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Force goes after the
evil mastermind who
can crack any
computer code in the
world and can turn
nation against nation

Net Force: Dark Web
Penguin
The cutting-edge
Net Force thriller
series, created by
Tom Clancy and
Steve Pieczenik and
written by Jerome
Preisler, reveals
the invisible
battlefield where
the war for global
dominance is
fought. The
president’s new
cybersecurity team,
Net Force, is up
and running. But a
political deadlock
in Washington makes
the young agency
dangerously

vulnerable to the
criminals, terror
groups and hostile
governments who
would use the
digital space to
advance their
destructive goals.
In Central Europe,
an unknown enemy
mounts a crippling
high-tech assault
against the
organization’s
military threat-
response unit on
its home base. The
strike casts
suspicion on a core
member of Net
Force, threatening
to destroy the
cyber defense group
from within. But as
they race to track
down their
attackers, the
stakes are suddenly
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ratcheted higher.
For a global
syndicate of black
hat hackers and a
newly belligerent
Russia are hatching
a mysterious,
shadowy scheme for
world domination
from a place known
only as the Secret
City. Their attack
protocol: leave Net
Force in ashes
while Moscow and
its Dark Web allies
set the stage for a
devastating strike
against the United
States. Unless the
men and women of
Net Force can
regroup in time to
stop them.
Tom Clancy's Net Force
Penguin
The Net Force must
simultaneously find
out who is posting top-

secret data on the
Internet while
tracking a computer
virus that is wreaking
havoc on the federal
financial systems
Tom Clancy's Net Force
Harlequin
Unspoiled.
Uninhabited. Under
attack… On the wind-
swept, ice-covered
continent of
Antarctica, Roger
Gordian’s UpLink
Technologies has
established a
scientific research
facility called Cold
Corners. But its
testing of potential
robotic landing craft
for use on Mars is
disrupted when one of
the rovers
disappears—along with
the repair team sent
out after it. Fear of
discovery has prompted
a renegade
consortium—that is
illegally using
Antarctica as a
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nuclear waste dump—to
wipe out the UpLink
base. Now, the men and
women of Cold Corners
have only themselves
to rely on as the
consortium mounts its
decisive strike
against the ice
station—and the final
sunset plunges them
into the total
darkness of a polar
winter…
Tom Clancy's Net
Force: Springboard
Turtleback
She's known as the
Snow Maiden-an
operative of a secret
group dedicated to
world domination. To
get their hands on
her, U.S. Special
Forces Captain
Alexander Brent and
his team will have to
outmaneuver a
terrorist faction bent
on wiping her off the
face of the earth.

Tom Clancy's Ghost

Recon Wildlands: Dark
Waters Penguin
High WireBerkley

Tom Clancy's Net
Force Penguin
AFrom the #1 New
York TimesTom
Clancy's Net Force.
Deathworld Penguin
In this #1 New York
Times bestselling
John Clark
thriller, author
Tom Clancy takes
readers into the
shadowy world of
anti-terrorism and
gets closer to
reality than any
government would
care to admit... Ex-
Navy SEAL John
Clark has been
named the head of
Rainbow, an
international task
force dedicated to
combating
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terrorism. In a
trial by fire,
Clark is confronted
with a violent
chain of seemingly
separate
international
incidents. But
there is no way to
predict the real
threat: a group of
terrorists like
none the world has
ever encountered, a
band of men and
women so extreme
that their success
could literally
mean the end of
life on earth as we
know it.
High Wire Penguin
When fellow student
Roddy L'Officier
sabotages Maj
Green's latest
virtual simulation
program, he is

exiled by the rest of
the Net Force
Explorers, but the
brilliant outcast has
some other dangerous
plans for them all.
Original.
Tom Clancy's Op-
Center: God of War
Berkley
From the #1 New York
Times bestselling
creators of Op-
Center comes a
different kind of
law enforcement. In
the year 2010,
computers are the
new superpowers.
Those who control
them control the
world. To enforce
the Net Laws,
Congress creates the
ultimate computer
security agency
within the FBI: the
Net Force. A Union
Jack appearing on
computer screens all
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over the world is
just a harbinger of
the danger to come.
As cyberspace is
thrown into chaos,
several computer
experts suffer
strokes while hunting
the deadly hacker in
virtual reality. One
of them is the Net
Force’s own Jay
Gridley. And now the
Net Force operatives
must track down a man
capable of cracking
every computer code
in the world—and
pitting nation
against nation...

Hidden Agendas
Penguin
When Megan O'Malley
accepts an
invitation from a
friend in her
fencing group to
visit his pre-World
War I "virtual

nation," she is
quickly engulfed in
the game, which
will end with her
friend discarding
his body at the end
to rule supreme in
this compelling
cyberworld.
Original.
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